


Welcome to Kensington Park School 
Kensington Park School offers a dynamic and exciting learning environment in 

the heart of central London - an 11-18 co-educational school housed in two sites 

either side of Kensington Gardens. 

We are proudly an academically selective school, but this does not mean that we 

see ourselves as slaves to the public exam system; no, we aim to nurture creative, 

flexible thinkers in an environment that values the arts and humanities as much 

as it does STEM subjects. Classes are very small, and our commitment to our 

students’ pastoral care is second to none. 

We have a dedicated sixth form centre with specialist A-level teachers and a 

boarding house that could well be the finest in England. We see ourselves very 

much as a local school for local families, so please do come and pay us a visit.  

I would love to have the opportunity to show you around our fantastic school and 

to tell you about my vision for your child’s education.

Paul Vanni, Headmaster
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Pupils have positive  

attitudes to learning and their  

behaviour in class and around  

the school is impeccable.
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Modern  
and dynamic 
approach to 
education



KPS is a special place. As a small  

school, every child genuinely knows  

every other child and every teacher  

in a very personal way. Our son’s  

confidence has grown and he is  

happy about school every day.

CURRENT PARENT



A 21st century 
curriculum



The curriculum is strong and  

broad and successfully balances  

academic subjects with technological,  

physical and creative education.
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A dedicated  
Sixth Form Centre



I really enjoy studying at KPS; I like  

the atmosphere and the way students are  

treated as young adults. The teachers are all  

very supportive and I enjoy the conversations  

we have during lessons. The class sizes are  

perfect - they are small which means teachers  

can interact with students individually. The  

co-curricular activities are varied and allow  

us to broaden our knowledge base and skills,  

and have fun at the same time.

The sixth-form provision is  

exceptional. Students are prepared  

extremely well for their next steps.
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SIXTH FORM PUPIL



The quality of teaching is  

outstanding. Teachers have excellent  

subject knowledge and very high  

expectations of students.
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Innovative  
and exciting  
co-curricular 
opportunities





Central  
London living



Boarders benefit from the shared living  

experience of the boarding provision.  

They become more confident, develop  

social skills, make friends and enjoy  

their experience of boarding.
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Promoting  
a healthy  
lifestyle





An ethos  
that values  
the individual





www.kps.co.uk

Enquiries: info@kps.co.uk
Admissions: registrar@kps.co.uk 

Phone: 020 7616 4400


